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What is an Appropriate Occupational Therapy Referral?

Occupational therapists work to increase functional independence of children with physical and 

sensory challenges. This can range from children with poor fine motor skills, developmental delays, 

sensory challenges, and physical disability requiring specialized equipment.

A good referral identifies:

 A functional issue that impacts a child’s performance in their environments.  (Home, School, Community, 

Leisure/Recreational)

 That Universal Strategies have been tried first.

 That other medical or social issues have been addressed first, or addressing them has begun.

 That vision (and hearing if applicable) has been assessed within a year.

 An invested partner(s) … caregivers, school, and community partners

(Continued on Next Slide)
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Common areas of Referral Concern

Sensory Referral: 

Sensory concerns relate to children who appear under or overly responsive to stimuli in their environment, which 

prevents them from participating and performing classroom tasks. Children can have concerns with emotional regulation 

and behavior challenges, which are outside of the scope of occupational therapy even though they can present along 

with sensory concerns. 

Fine Motor Referral:

Challenges with printing legibility (formation of letters, spacing, alignment), pencil grasp, and using tools (scissors, 

pencils, utensils). 

Activities of Daily Living (ADL) Referral:

Difficulty performing any everyday task, such as dressing, eating, toileting, bathing. For children in school, this could 

include difficulty organizing personal belongings and classroom materials to the point where it interferes with their school 

performance. 

Learning Challenges/ Visual Perceptual Referral:

Occupational Therapists can provide augmentative assessment and strategies to assist children with learning 

challenges, but it is only a small part of learning and performance challenges in the classroom. Assessment in this area 

is most effective when completed in conjunction with other psych/education assessment and specialized vision 

assessment. Treatment strategies would be compensatory

What is an Appropriate Occupational Therapy Referral?
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Fine Motor Skill Development
Fine motor skills refer to controlled movements of the small muscles of the fingers and hands.  Children 

develop these skills in a step-by-step progression:

4-4 1/2 YEARS
• can draw and copy a square and cross (one vertical and one horizontal intersecting lines) 
• can use scissors to follow and cut straight and curved lines 
• can manage buttons, zippers, and snaps completely 

4 1/2- 5 YEARS
• folds paper in half, making sure the edges meet 
• can feed himself soup with little or no spilling 
• puts a key in a lock and opens it 

5 YEARS
• Can dress completely by self, and usually ties shoelaces 
• uses a knife to spread food items (jelly, peanut butter, etc.) 
• cuts squares, triangles, circles, and simple pictures with scissors 
• uses a mature “tripod grasp" on writing utensils (thumb & tips of 1st two fingers) and uses the fingers to 

generate movement (because small muscles of hand have developed) to write/draw/color 
• able to draw and copy a diagonal line; copies a triangle
• writes first name

5 1/2- 6 YEARS
• able to copy a sequence of letters or numbers correctly 
• colors inside the lines
• sufficient bilateral hand coordination to cut out complex pictures, accurately following the outline 
• can build a five block "bridge” or a six block pyramid 
• able to complete complex puzzles 
• handedness well established

For more information, click on links below:
• Finger Dexterity
• Developing Coordination for Scissor 

Skills

Click to go back to index

https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Finger-Dexterity.pdf
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Scissor-Skills.pdf
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Classroom Furniture – size matters:
o Properly fitted furniture is essential for classroom success and impacts students body positioning
o Ergonomically INCORRECT positioning impacts students attention, postural control and stability.  It impacts success 

with fine-motor skills such as printing/coloring and can stress the muscles of the back

Ideal furniture size will vary between students within the same grade. Some questions to ask include:
o Can students’ feet rest flat on the ground while their back is resting against the back of the chair? 

o Can students comfortably rest their arms on desk top?

o Are students frequently slumped on their desk top? 

o Are the desks/chairs wobbly? i.e. are all legs the same height? 

o When looking at new furniture – is the furniture size adjustable? 

c

Ball Chairs

Golden rule of seating. If possible, modify seating to follow the below guidelines:
 90-90-90 rule: knees, hips, and feet should all be bent at 90 degree angles 
 Feet should be flat on the floor when student is sitting with their bottom at the back of 

chair
 Desk/table height should come 1-2 inches above students bent elbow

If current seating is un-modifiable and no alternative size is available:
 Consider using a block of books, stool, foot rest (Jett Step) or bouncy band to support feet 

resting flat
 Consider using a chair cushion, such as the move n’ sit cushion when desk height cannot 

be adjusted
 Consider alternative seating options such as standing desks, kneeling work stations, lying 

on floor to work , etc.

Classroom Seating

Click to go back to index

For more information, click on links below:

https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Ball-Chairs.pdf
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Classroom-Seating.pdf


Look for the following when choosing a backpack:
 A lightweight pack: get one that doesn't add a lot of 

extra weight to your child's load.
 Size The shoulder straps should fit comfortably and not dig in to the 

shoulders, allowing the arms to move freely; the bottom of the pack 
should rest in the contour of the lower back; and the pack should 
“sit” evenly in the middle of the back, not “sag down” toward the 
buttocks.

 Has two wide, padded shoulder straps: straps that are too narrow 
can dig into shoulders

 Padded back: it not only provides increased comfort, but also 
protects kids from being poked by sharp objects or edges (pencils, 
rulers, notebooks, etc.) inside the pack

 A waist belt: this helps to distribute the weight more evenly across 
the body

 Multiple compartments: to help distribute the weight throughout 
the pack

 Although packs on wheels (which look like small, overhead luggage 
bags) may be good options for students who have to lug around 
really heavy loads, they're very hard to pull up stairs and to roll 
through snow. Check with the school before buying a rolling pack; 
many don't allow them because they can be a tripping hazard in the 
hallways.
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Using Backpacks Wisely
Lighten the load. No matter how 

well-designed the backpack 
is, less weight is always 
better. Use the bathroom 
scale to check that a pack 
isn't over 10% of your child's 
body weight (for example, 
the backpack of a child who 
weighs 80 pounds shouldn't 
weigh more than 8 pounds).

Use and pick up the backpack 
properly. Make sure kids use 
both shoulder straps. Bags 
that are slung over one 
shoulder or across the chest 
— or that only have one 
strap — aren't as effective at 
distributing the weight as 
bags with two wide shoulder 
straps, and therefore may 
strain muscles. Also tighten 
the straps enough for the 
backpack to fit closely to the 
body. The pack should rest 
evenly in the middle of the 
back and not sag down to 
the buttocks.

Click to go back to index

Click on the link below for more information:
• Backpack safety

https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Backpack-Safety-Handout.pdf


Classroom Strengthening

Arm and Wrist Strength
• Do Chair Push-Ups and Chair Pull-Downs
• Complete Animal Walks
• Complete work on a slanted surface, such as a white board, smart board, 

or slant board on desk. To create your own slant board you can place a 
firm 3-4 inch wide binder on the students desk top, slanted down towards 
them.

Chair Push-Ups: Sit on a chair and hold onto each side of the seat of 
the chair. Lean forward and push down with the arms lifting buttocks 
off the chair and legs off the floor and balance for a few seconds. See 
how many you can do in a row or do fewer but try to hold each one 
as long as you can. 
Chair Pull-Downs: While seated at their desks, students grab on to 
both sides of their chair and pull up with both arms, trying to push 
their buttocks down into their seat. Hold each pull-down for a count 
of “5-one-thousand”. Repeat. 

For more information click on link below:
• Developing Grip and Pinch Strength
• Animal Walks
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Core and Shoulder Strengthening
• Encourage students to use proper posture, “sit tall”.
• Have them work in alternate positions, such as full or half 

kneeling (cue them to keep their bum up off their heels), 
lying on their stomach, etc.

• Use active seating devices, such as air filled cushions or 
exercise balls. The less stable surface causes their core 
muscles to engage more.

• Complete animal walks from one area to another, as a 
class, or as individuals

Hand and finger Strengthening  
• Punch holes with a hole punch 

using a variety of papers and 
thickness.  Punch holes for lacing 
cards, to make confetti or collage 
material, or to make a dot-to-dot 
path to follow with a crayon or 
scissors. Try decorative paper 
punches (stamp) for a craft 
project as well.

• Cutting through heavier paper 
such as index cards, bristol board 
and cardboard.   

• Tearing paper or cardboard.  
• Play wastepaper basketball –

tear up pieces of scrap paper, 
crumple up into balls, using only 
one hand, and then shoot at the 
wastepaper basket.

Click to go back to index

https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Developing-Grip-and-Pinch-Strength.pdf
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Animal-Walks.pdf


Pencil Grasp
 An efficient pencil grasp should be taught and reinforced from an early age 

(age 3 and up). An efficient grasp allows the student to:
 Move thumb and fingers in a coordinated way
 Complete writing/drawing tasks without fatigue or reporting pain
 Complete writing/drawing tasks neatly enough that work can be read 

without significant effort
 Bad habits can form quickly and may be difficult to correct later on 
 A dynamic tripod or artist grasp should be encouraged whenever possible
 Even if other grasps appear to be working for a student in K or Gr. 1, they 

may lead to issues with pain, fatigue, legibility, writing speed or overly large 
printing later on, as writing demands increase.   

Ideas  and Strategies:
 Work on activities that promote (see linked handout):

 Use of “alligator pinch” (tip of thumb and index finger)
 Separation of the working side of the hand (thumb, index, 

middle) and stabilizing side of the hand (ring and pinky)
 Strengthening of the hand

 Model and practice correct pencil grip multiple times a day, especially at 
the start of the school year. The following simple techniques can be 
done every time students pick up a writing tool:
 Pinch-Flip  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhtdJ4D0OtQ
 Pom-Pom method 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kIFXZdpnLi8
 Encourage students to hold a small item like a pom-pom, eraser or 

button under their ring and pinky fingers while writing
 To discourage thumb-wrapping, put a sticker or drop of liquid paper on 

the pencil for student to place their thumb on
 Experiment with different sizes and shapes of tools:

 Short pencils. Triangular pencils, “Primary” pencils
 For children Grade 2 and over, a pencil gripper may be beneficial to 

break poor habits

Checklist for Dynamic Tripod Grasp:

 Writing tool held between pad of thumb and 
index finger, near the tip of the tool.

 Pencil resting back in the thumb web space
 An open ‘C’ shape to the thumb web space
 Small finger movements to control the 

pencil. Fingers are not stiff.
 Pinky side of the hand rests against the 

writing surface
 If Dynamic Tripod is awkward or 

uncomfortable, use artist grasp

For more information click on the link below:
Developing an efficient pencil grasp                 
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The “Gold Standard” of Grasps

Dynamic Tripod Artist Grasp

Click to go back to index

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhtdJ4D0OtQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kIFXZdpnLi8
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Developing-an-efficient-pencil-grasp.pdf


Pencil Control
 Look at where the level of pencil control is coming from. Does the student 

use arm, wrist, whole hand or finger movements to move the pencil when 
coloring or writing? 

 Larger level movements mean less refined markings and less pencil control
 Encourage “wiggle fingers”

Ideas  and Strategies:
• For younger grades complete finger action songs that require fingers to 

move in isolation of each other. Try songs and games that involve hand 
and finger actions. For example, “The Itsy Bitsy Spider” and “Where is 
Thumbkin?” 

• Practice in-hand manipulation. For an example refer to the Feeding Fishy 
handout below.

• Promote the use of a Dynamic Tripod pencil grasp.
• Sign Language: Have a sign language word/letter of the day to practice 

with the class.
• Inchy the Inchworm: Start by holding the pencil as you would for printing 

(tripod grasp). Slowly “inch” (bend and straighten the fingers) the fingers 
up the shaft of the pencil until you reach the eraser. Flip the pencil using 
one hand only and slowly inch back towards the tip of the pencil. A great 
pre-writing warm up.

• Pencil Push Ups: Start by holding the pencil as you would for printing 
(tripod grasp). Slowly bend and straighten the fingers, keeping them in 
place on the pencil, 5- 10 times. A great pre-writing/coloring warm up.

For more information click on 
the links below:

• Feeding Fishy
• Pencil Control
• Pencil Grasp
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https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Feeding-Fishy.pdf
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Pencil-Control.pdf
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Pencil-Grasp.pdf


For more information, click on the link below:
• Left Handed Students
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Left Handed Students: 
Ways to Support our Lefty’s in a Right-Handed World
Left-Handed Students can do all the same activities as right-handed students, but sometimes with a
different approach. They may benefit from a number of  task adaptations.

Positioning:
 Tilt the paper so that the top left corner of the paper is higher than the right
 Position the paper/workbook slightly to the left of the student when printing
 Sit the student at the end of a row on the left side so they don’t bump elbows with right-handed students
 Place material to be copied on the right side or above the students work so that it is clearly visible 

Hand Positioning
 Encourage a Tripod grasp and cue them to hold their pencil about 1 inch up the shaft. This will allow them to 

see what they are printing without hooking their wrist
 Ensure their hand is placed below and not above the writing line
 Consider using a slant board or slanted surface(3-ring binder) to write on, as this allows the wrist to extend and 

prevents hooking of the wrist
 Continue to teach letter formation, but monitor left-handed students for confusion with directionality. Left-

handed students may find it easier to pull their pencil from right to left, than push it from left to right when 
making horizontal lines in letters.  Continue to encourage continuous stroke printing, to support legible printing 
and decreased letter reversals .

 Left-Handed scissors have the blades reversed. This allows the left-handed student to see where they 
are cutting. (FiskarsTM make true left-handed scissors)

 Consider using scribblers with the coil on the top or the right side to allow the student to position their 
arm without the coil interfering. 

 Spacing can be difficult for lefties. Consider using a small post-it note (this won’t physically interfere 
with the writing hand) to space out words, rather than finger spacing or using objects.

Click to go back to index

https://swrcsd.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Left-Handed-Students.pdf


Ideas  - strategies:
 Focus on quality over quantity of written work
 Write the letter with the students watching and then you watch 

them write it. Repeat as needed. 
 Say, and encourage the student to learn, the verbal scripts for 

letter formations they struggle with. Refer to attached handout.
 Rainbow writing – have the child trace over a letter or number 

(using correct start/stop points) with 3 to 5 colors. Then have 
them write the letter or number. 

 Teach continuous stroke printing. Fewer pencil lifts mean fewer 
opportunities for errors. See attached handout.

Letter formations difficulties may show up in the 
classroom as:
 Taking much longer than peers to complete printed 

work – even when they are not distracted.
 Frequently losing marks on tests or worksheets 

because you can’t read the answers or the answers are 
too short.

 Difficulty printing on a line 

 Illegible work

Factors to look at that impact printing:
 Posture and core strength
 Furniture (desk/chair size)
 Paper position
 Writing tool used
 Development of clear hand dominance
 Development of efficient pencil grasp
 Understanding of basic directions,   left 

/right, up/down, top/bottom
 Vision
 Fundamental language skills to 

understand the 26 distinct letters,
 Ability to incorporate letter sounds and 

formations
 Attention and focus
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For more information click on the links below:
• Verbal scripts for letters
• Continuous stroke printing

Continuous stroke printing 
helps:

 Improve legibility.
 Reduce letter reversals.
 Develop “motor 

memories” for letter 
formations.

 Reduce directionality 
confusion.

 Increase speed and 
flow of printing.

Click to go back to index

https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Verbal-Scripts-for-Letters.pdf
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Continuous-Stroke-Printing.pdf


Letter Size
 There are 52 different letter forms. There are 

only 3 letter sizes.
 When practicing letter size, form seems to self-

correct somewhat,  as children focus on making 
their letters the correct size.

 Letters are more easily identifiable when they sit 
accurately between the writing lines.

 Keeping the letter size cues fun and simple, helps 
kids recall the information and have fun.

Introduce letter categories (small, tall, descending)
 Tall (touch the top and bottom line)
 Small (sit on the bottom line and go to the middle)
 Descending (touch the middle and go under the 

bottom)
 Have students complete letter size corrections on a pre-

made worksheet, so they are able to feel the success of 
finding and correcting the errors, rather then correcting 
their own work .

Lets Get Moving!
Call out letters and have them show 
which category they would fit into 

capital = flat hand
small = fisted hand

(a c e i m n o r s u v w x z)
tall = point index finger up

(b d f h k l t)
descending = point thumb 
down

(g j y p q)
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This information is taken from the Learning Without Tears Curriculum: 
See first grade printing teachers guide, page 30

Click to go back to index

tall descending

Capital small



Line Usage
When starting to teach line usage ensure:
 The child understands spatial concepts involved with a 

line (i.e. top, bottom and middle).
 The lines being used are an appropriate size for the 

student’s level of pencil control.

Other considerations:
 The types of lines being used to teach students, for 

example:
o Two lined paper (From the Handwriting Without 

Tears program)
o Interlined paper (most commonly seen in school)
o Regular ruled paper

 Are the parents using the same approach to teaching this 
concept at home?

Ideas  - strategies:
Introduce Floaters and Sinkers
 Letters that float above the line instead of resting on the line are 

called floaters. See cloud picture above
 Letters that sink below are sinkers. See anchor picture above
Introduce a highlighted bottom line – letters can’t go below it unless 
they are descending letters (g j y p q)

16

On the 

Line

Click to go back to index
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Spacing
 Whenever possible, modify worksheets to provide 

extra space (extending lines, etc.). 
 Have student try to touch tips of both index fingers 

very close together, without touching. Challenge the 
student by saying, "How close can you get your 
fingertips without touching?" Ask the student to try 
to describe how small this space is. Then have them 
look at printed text (workbook, library book) and 
"check" if the letters in a word are really that close. 
Ask student to write a word with the letters in the 
word being as close as two fingertips without 
touching. 

Introduce spaghetti and meatball spacing
 Spaghetti Spacing – A small space between each letter in a word.  If 

there isn’t then the letters can run overtop of each other and one 
can’t read them

 Meatball spacing - A bigger space needs to be used to separate the 
words so it is easy to see that they are two different words

Sentence Doctor
 The teacher writes a sentence either with no spaces, with spaces 

that are TOO LARGE, or with inconsistent spaces… the kids take turns 
playing the doctor and going up to perform surgery to fix the sick 
sentence and make it better. 
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Spacing

 

S  p  a  c  i  n  g        i  s        f  u  n        w  i  t  h  

 

s  p  a  g  h  e  t  t  i        a  n  d      m  e  a  t  b  a  l  l  s. 

Click to go back to index



Handwriting Without Tears (HWT) 
A fun and engaging, evidence based curriculum to teach 

students the foundational skills to be successful 
communicators in the classroom

• Developed by OTs, teachers and field experts in early 
education

• Explicit handwriting program with pre-made lessons
• Follows a child's developmental progression 
• unique letter order
• multi-sensory , hands-on
• Physical, movement-based learning
Benefits of using HWT
• Evidence-based
• Learning to print  based on appropriate 

developmental progression =  better school success
• Success with printing supports success with reading, 

writing, language use, and critical thinking.

• Students who used HWT made significant 
improvements in test scores across all skills 
measured in the Handwriting Without Tears 
(HWT) Screener.                                                                

First step - foundations of printing as taught in 
HWT:

 Body awareness/ drawn organization:‘ mat man’

 Directional awareness: left, right, vertical, horizontal and 
diagonal concepts

 Efficient pencil grasp: Tripod pencil grasp

 Building blocks for letters: Pre-printing shapes

Handwriting Strategies 
 Uses double lined paper to support 

letter placement

 Teaches consistent formation patterns: Letters begin at 
the top and go down, left to right, counter clockwise, 
continuous stroke

 Multi-sensory activities before pencil to paper

 Letter grouping with a verbal script

 Magic c (c a d g s o q)

 Diver letters (h b p r n m)

 Slider letters (k v w x y z)

 Encourages use of small pencils, crayons, markers for 
small hands (golf pencils, flip crayons/broken crayons, 
pipsqueak skinnies) 

https://www.lwtears.com/hwt

For more information, click the links below:

• Pre-Printing Skills
• Verbal Scripts for letters
• HWT Screener Example (1st Grade)

Click to go back to index 18
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Keyboarding Without Tears (KWT)
Online curriculum to teach the developmental 
progression of computer strategies
 General computer readiness
 Digital citizenship
 Typing
 Online test prep
 Grade-level lessons
 Free online sample lessons
 Winner of Teacher Choice Award 
Pre-keyboarding skills (grades K-2) 
 Mouse functions (dragging, dropping) 
 Dexterity and finger isolation
 Hand placement on home row
 Finger and key associations 
Keyboarding skills (grades 3-5)
 Muscle memory
 Number and function keys
 Paragraphs and formatting

https://www.lwtears.com/kwt

Learning Without Tears
 Researched based curriculum to teach 

students the foundational skills to be 
successful communicators in the classroom

 Mission: make learning and teaching easy 
and fun by providing superior educational 
products, training and materials to educators 
and families

 Grade-by-grade teacher guides
 3 programs:

 Get Set for School (Pre-K)
 Handwriting Without Tears (K-5)     

*see previous slide
 Keyboarding Without Tears (K-5)

https://www.lwtears.com/

Get Set for School
 Play-based pre-writing curriculum to build 

skills in early numbers, math, language and 
literacy

 Simple and easy to use
 Step-by-step guide to teach numbers, 

geometry, patterns, algebra, measurement, 
time, probability, phonological awareness, 
alphabet knowledge, concepts about print, 
comprehension, language, writing

Children taught this program demonstrated 
mastery, showed more growth, and scored 
higher than peers

https://www.lwtears.com/gss Click to go back to index 19
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Keyboarding Considerations

Some prerequisite skills for keyboarding are the 
same as printing: 

• Remain sitting (postural control)
• Use two hands together (bilateral coordination)
• Isolate a finger 
• Recognize the letters
• Sequence letters in the correct order to form 

words
It is important to build the pre-keyboarding and 

keyboarding skills to allow students to be most 
successful with keyboarding long term. 

Touch-typing vs hunt-and-peck: 
• Hunt-and-peck is more convenient for students that are 

beginning to type. It allows them to learn the location of 
the keys when they are starting to type.

• Hunt-and-peck requires a high level of concentration 
directed to the keyboard rather than to the writing 
activity. 

• Touch-typing is faster and allows the child to focus on 
the task. 

• Touch-typing does take time to learn. 

When to introduce touch typing? 
• Students in kindergarten can start learning to click and 

drag with a mouse and correctly place their fingers on 
home row.  

• Students as early as grade 1 can be introduced to touch-
typing. This means they learn how to correctly use all of 
their fingers with typing. 

• By Grade 4, children can type using all of their fingers 
without looking at the keys

How much practice is needed to improve keyboarding skills? 
• Short (15-20) minutes sessions that are frequent (3-4) 

times a week is best

What to look for when choosing a keyboarding program? 
• Students need to learn the location of the keys and build 

up speed and accuracy with repetition. 
• A good review of keyboarding programs can be found at: 

http://www.superkids.com/aweb/pages/reviews/typing/
• One universal keyboarding program: Keyboarding without 

tears 

When to use a regular vs. child sized keyboard? 
• Does the student have a big enough hand span to reach 

all the keys on a regular keyboard to learn touch-typing? If 
not, then consider a child-sized keyboard. 

• Child-sized keyboards can be purchased at Walmart, 
Amazon or other local office stores. 

Click to go back to index 20

https://www.lwtears.com/resources/keyboarding-without-tears-free-demo
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If a student has a good pencil grasp, has been taught letter
formation and is still struggling with copying and reading,
please refer to an Occupational Therapist for further
assessment of visual motor and visual perceptual skills.



Sensory Regulation:
 The ability to effectively register, process, 

organize and respond to sensory information 
so that the body can be used effectively in 
the environment

 Finding a balanced state of alertness 
depends on the registration of sensory input 
received throughout the day

 7 Senses:
1. Tactile (touch)
2. Visual
3. Auditory (hearing)
4. Gustatory (taste)
5. Olfactory (smell)
6. Proprioception
7. Vestibular

Kids have little to no control over their 
environments or the expectations placed 
on them. 
It’s important to consider whether the 
goal of an activity is for the student 
complete the task the same way as the 
rest of the students, or to participate in a 
way that is comfortable and meaningful 
for them.

Click to go back to index

• Inattentive, distractible
• Hyperactive, constantly 

moving
• Low arousal, appears 

tired, disengaged
• Squirmy, fidgety
• Bumping into others, 

clumsy

• Irritable
• Loud voice
• Wandering
• Sensitive to noise
• Difficulty with 

transitions
• Difficulty standing in 

line

A few examples of sensory-related behaviours…

I’m a Sensational Kid

For more information click on:
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https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/I-am-a-sensational-kid.pdf


BEHAVIOUR
All problem behaviours serve one of two functions:
1. To obtain a desired event/outcome
2. To escape or avoid an undesired event/outcome

*This event may be sensory related, or not 
(activities/objects, attention, social events).

Children display challenging behaviour(s) when:
• They lack more appropriate skills 
• They are being positively reinforced (not necessarily 

intentionally) for using the inappropriate behaviour

The A-B-C Intervention Approach can assist caregivers to 
identify the function of behaviour (and if it is sensory 
linked), and provide students with appropriate 
behavioural alternatives. Monitor behaviors over the 
course of several days and take note of the following:

1. Antecedent: identifying what triggered the 
behavioural event. The antecedent happens 
before the behaviour and can predict the 
behavioural occurrence. 

2. Behaviour: describing what the challenging 
behaviour was.

3. Consequence: Identifying what happened after, 
what the child achieved from their behaviour, 
and whether the inappropriate behaviour is 
being positively reinforced.                                              
(Lynch, 2016)

WHEN BEHAVIOUR IS SENSORY-RELATED…

Difficulty regulating sensation may lead to children exhibiting 
sensory-related behaviours, otherwise known as a “stress response”. 
The question we should instead ask is: is the child’s behaviour 
related, or not related to sensory processing difficulties?

• Antecedent: Look for environmental triggers (light, sound, need 
to touch, move etc). The child is being triggered by a difficulty 
processing one or more of their senses. 

• Behaviour: These behaviours are the child’s attempt to regulate 
despite difficulties with sensory processing. These children 
often require adult help to find a more socially appropriate way 
of regulating. Children who exhibit challenging sensory-relatd 
behaviours do not mean to be “frusterating”, “difficult”, or 
“problem children”. Sensory related behaviours are often 
“unconscious” in nature as the child may be unaware of how 
their body is reacting.

• Consequence: The child either obtains or avoids a sensory 
experience. 

Also think about:
• Health
• Fatigue level: may present as hyperactivity 

with extreme fatigue… the body’s way of 
getting to a just right level. You also may see 
a student who is “droopy” , daydreams etc.

• Time of day the behaviors occurred

Click to go back to index 23

Is it Sensory or Behavior…



WHEN BEHAVIOUR IS NOT SENSORY-RELATED…

• Antecedent: The antecedent will be an environmental event NOT 
linked to a sensory experience. For example: a difficult task, a non-
preferred activity, structured seat work. The student wants to 
obtain something or avoid something (i.e. activities/objects, 
attention, social event). 

• Behaviour: The problem behaviour may at first be unconscious, 
however, if it is followed by a positive consequence the child will 
quickly learn that “if I do this, I get this result”. The child may then 
start to exhibit problem behaviour(s) consciously to achieve the 
desired result.

• Consequence: The child has either obtained or avoided/escaped 
an activity or object, attention, and/or a social event. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO!
After Identifying the 

Antecedent, Behaviour, and Consequence...

If you think the behaviour is sensory-related:
• Become a “sensory detective” to identify environmental 

triggers (antedecents) such as light, noise, smell, need to 
move, touch etc.

• Provide appropriate environmental modifications, tools, 
and/or adaptations that help meet the child’s sensory 
need(s)

• Please refer to the slides on “Sensory Regulation” for 
these strategies

• If the challenging behaviour is not sensory-related, these 
modifications and tools may not result in behavioural 
changes. 

• Can refer to slides on specific sensory inputs: touch, sound, 
proprioception, vestibular and visual.

If you do not think the behaviour is sensory-related:
• Please contact a school psychologist or behavioral 

therapist

Behaviour Consequence

Current A student wants 
to interact with 
peers

Student uses 
offensive 
language

Student achieve
attention and 
interactions from peers

Alternative Student uses 
appropriate 
language

An Example of Non-Sensory Related Behaviour…

• In this example, the role of the caregiver may be to teach the 
child appropriate conversation skills.

(Lynch, 2016)

Click to go back to index 24
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Children may also have:
 Mixed Sensitivity: a combination of hyper and 

hyposensitivity, responding differently to different 
touch inputs

 Fluctuating Tactile Sensitivity:  responses that 
change over time and depending on the situation. 
Often impacted by the overall level of sensory 
inputs they are receiving. 

Hypersensitivity - Strategies (Avoids Touch):

 Avoid light touch and approaching from behind

 Gradually introduce opportunities for tactile play

• Putting on lotion, drying hands with a towel, 
touching different materials, sand, bead, water 
tables

Make sure the child is, and feels, in control
Make sure the input is predictable and expected

Hyposensitivity-Strategies (Does not seem to notice, or 
is under sensitive to touch input):

 Provide lots of opportunity for “hands-on”/multi-
sensory activities

 Use a weighted pencil or textured pencil grip 
 Use writing tools that provide increased 

resistance/feedback (i.e. crayon, chalk)
 Allow the student to chew gum
 Allow student to keep their hands busy

•Try strategies for at 
least two weeks. 
Initially it may be a 
distraction, but with 
time the novelty will 
wear off. Providing 
the child with the 
tactile input they are 
seeking will promote 
increased attention.  

Click to go back to index

For more information click on the links below:
• Tactile activities
• Classroom fidgets

TOUCH (Tactile)
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https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Tactile-Activities.pdf
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Classroom-Fidgets.pdf


Sensitivity to noise and washroom use:
Often children with auditory sensitivity find the 
school bathroom stressful due to echoing and 
increased auditory input (i.e. toilet flushing, doors 
closing, water running and other children making 
noise). These students may avoid using the 
washroom or refuse to flush the toilet. To help 
desensitize this we may:

• Start having the child use a small washroom (staff 
washroom) and once they are functioning well 
there integrate them to the large washroom

• Can provide a pair of headphone/earmuffs for the 
child to wear while in the washroom.

• Teach the child about how the facilities work (i.e. 
auto flush vs. manual)

• Initially have only the child in the washroom (with 
adult if needed) and slowly add additional children

• Gradually decrease the distance between the toilet 
and the child when the toilet is flushed

Strategies for under-responsive to auditory 
input

• Sounds that are loud and variable are alerting
• Use an F.M. system 
• Use simple, direct commands and break down multi-

step tasks
• Use visual schedules or instructions (i.e. written 

instructions) 

Strategies for over-responsive auditory 
registration 

• Position child away from high traffic areas
• Place tennis balls on legs of chairs
• Provide noise reducing earplugs or headphones
• Provide pre-warning when possible (i.e. for fire 

drills, etc.)
• Complete deep pressure activities before and during 

loud situations
• Provide gradual introduction to auditory experiences 

to desensitize
• Sounds that are rhythmic, soft and constant are 

calming
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Auditory Strategies:
 When introducing headphone/earplugs, have a 

basket in the classroom with many pairs so 
other children in the class can try them out too! 
Those that need them will continue to use them 
once the novelty wears off.

 Try gradual noise introduction to desensitize

Click to go back to index

AUDITORY



Proprioception

Strategies and Ideas:
 Incorporate deep pressure/heavy work activities throughout the day
 Incorporate massage or deep pressure on shoulders
 Wrap therapy band around legs of chair to be kicked against, quietly.
 Provide opportunity for gross motor play –

obstacle courses, tag, follow-the-leader, animal walks
 Provide an area to complete desk work while standing
 “Heavy work”/proprioceptive activities have a very powerful self-

regulatory influence. Think about how relaxed you feel after a 
massage

 If you are unsure of what strategies to start with, try heavy work! 

 Proprioception is the knowledge of where our bodies are in space
 There are special “proprioceptive” receptors in our muscles and 

joints
 Input to these receptors helps the brain organize and plan 

movement
 Your sense of proprioception is what allows you to perform 

activities without watching what your body parts are doing. 
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For more information click 
the links below:
• Heavy work
• Deep pressure activities

Click to go back to index

https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Heavy-Work.pdf
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Deep-Pressure-Activities.pdf


Vestibular 

 This is our sense of balance and movement 

 It tells us…

• if we are moving
• in what direction we are moving
• how fast we are moving
• whether objects are moving in 

relation to us

A tendency to seek out additional vestibular input

 Deep Pressure/Heavy work help to build body awareness, 
calm and organize

 Provide frequent movement breaks especially before/after 
table work or listening tasks

 Provide an unstable sitting surface:  
• therapy ball
• Move n’ Sit cushion 
• rocking chair
• Stool with one leg (T-stool) 

 Generally vertical (i.e. jumping) and rotational (i.e. 
spinning) movements are alerting

 May require extra “safety awareness” instruction

 Consider wrapping “therapy band” around the legs of the 
student’s chair

 Movement at circle…
• action songs
• hands-on activities
• fidget toys

Over responsiveness to vestibular input
 Provide stable, supportive seating
 Provide opportunities for deep pressure 

input throughout the day
 Provide a slow and gradual introduction to 

movement in different linear planes:
• slow, rhythmic forward/backward 

swinging or rocking
• swaying side to side
• slowly rocking side to side while 

laying on back
 Let the child initiate and/or guide the 

movement within their comfort zone. 
 Appropriate classroom seating is  

important- refer to handout

28Click to go back to index



Students that are over-responsive may:
• Look at things through peripheral vision
• Do well in rooms with dim lights vs. bright lights.
• May shade eyes or hide head in bright rooms
• May be bothered by subtle flickering of fluorescent or bright 

lights

Strategies:
 Remove visual distractions such as non-essential posters, 

and mobiles
 Cover shelves with curtains and keep workspaces 

uncluttered
 Use dimmer switches or place tissue paper over fluorescent 

lights
 Reduce expectations for eye contact
 Reduce glare on whiteboards. Use darker markers.
 Fold worksheets in half, enlarge font, reduce graphics
 Seat the student at the front of the classroom
 If removing and reducing distractions cannot be achieved try 

to reduce the visual  input they can see while working:
 Placing two study carrels in the classroom
 Place an empty up-right binder around work area
 Place 3-sided (fold) display boards around work area
 Place large appliance boxes around desks

Students who are under-responsive to 
visual input may:

• Seek out and create increased opportunities 
for visual input and/or look carefully or 
intensely at people/objects

• Enjoy looking at moving or spinning objects 
• Have difficulty  visually focusing on work
• Constantly look around to see what is going 

on
• Create art projects with bold colors

Strategies:
 Work in well lit rooms (bright lights vs. dim 

lights) 
 Create a visually stimulating environment: 

bright, warm colours, extra/bright graphics 
on worksheets

 Put objects on brightly coloured paper
 When possible allow them to use brightly 

coloured writing tools 
 May also benefit from visual “anchors” (i.e. 

starting dots, green line on left side of 
writing paper, red on right side as cues for 
where to start and stop on the writing lines)

29Click to go back to index
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Sensory Friendly Classroom
A “sensory smart” classroom incorporates alerting and calming activities 
throughout the daily routine, to support learning and focus. Heavy work 
and deep pressure activities are great movement breaks to fit into your 
classroom. These types of movement breaks work as calming or alerting 
sensory activities to improve your students’ ability to attend and focus 
during school-related tasks. 
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• Heavy work/deep pressure activities - Use these activities to prepare for desk time or at transition times 
throughout the day.

• Schedule whole classroom movement breaks within your regular routine , such as stretching, deep breathing 
and deep pressure activities, to re-energize your students throughout the day. 

• Students who seek out “heavy work” can have special jobs such as pushing or lifting items within the 
classroom i.e. chairs) or erasing the chalkboard or dry erase board. 

• Hands - Can have a fidget basket for students to access. 
• Minimize visual distractions by organizing materials in bins or cabinets, limiting items hanging from walls and 

ceilings, etc. 
• Design a quiet area with comfortable cushions and beanbag chairs, headphones with classical music, and a 

study table for students.
• Alternative seating positions – Can have standing desks, kneeling work stations, therapy ball/ball chairs, air 

filled cushions on chairs, resistance band for student to kick against, or have students lie on a beanbag chair 
or on their tummy.

• Can add equipment to your classroom that will provide both calming and alerting sensory inputs, including a 
rocking chair, net or hammock swing, and small exercise trampoline.

For further information, click links below:
• Reducing Classroom Distractions
• Deep Pressure Activities Click to go back to index

https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Reducing-Classroom-Distractions.pdf
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Deep-Pressure-Activities.pdf


For more information, click the links below:
• Improving Attention
• Deep Pressure Activities
• Heavy Work
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Calming Activities For High Engine 
Students:

• Your body is like a car engine, sometimes 
it runs high, low or just right

• Students with high engine levels often 
have difficulty focusing on their work 
and/or teacher in the classroom

Calming Strategies for the Classroom
Not all sensory strategies influence the body in the 
same way. It is important to be mindful if the strategy 
chosen has calming or alerting effects and to monitor 
the students’ response.

 Finding a spot on the wall and trying to “push the wall 
away” using different body parts (i.e. hands, feet, back, 
hip, shoulders).

 Do “seat” push-ups (i.e. place their hands on the seat of 
the chair and try to lift themselves up and hold).

 Allowing the student to be a classroom “helper” by 
erasing the board, moving chairs and desks around the 
room, moving gym mats and other equipment, passing 
out papers, taking messages to the office, etc. 

 If you have access to a rocking chair, allow the student to 
rock slowly and rhythmically for a few minutes

 Lower lights, play soft/slow music and speak in a calm 
tone

Encourage:
• Heavy work  and deep pressure activities
• Slow, rhythmical movements
• Quiet/soothing environments
Avoid:
• Fast, uncontrolled movement- jumping, 

spinning
• High stimulation environments- bright, loud, 

busy

Click to go back to index

Be mindful of the fact that a strategy that 
supports one student might impact other 
students around them. What is calming for 
one student may be alerting for another 
student. Finding “just right” strategies for 
each individual classroom may take time.

https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Improving-Attention.pdf
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Deep-Pressure-Activities.pdf
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Heavy-Work.pdf


Alerting Strategies for Low Engine 
Students

• Your body is like a car engine, sometimes it 
runs high, low or just right

• Some students have naturally high or low 
engine levels

• Students with low engine levels often need 
extra stimulation in the classroom to bring 
their engines to a level where they can 
attend effectively

Alerting Strategies for the Classroom
Not all sensory strategies influence the body in the same 
way. It is important to be mindful if the strategy chosen 
has calming or alerting effects and to monitor the 
students’ response.
 Taking the attendance sheet to the office, running 

errands for the teacher, erasing the board, passing out 
papers

 Jumping jacks, scissors jumps or bouncing on a 
trampoline

 Heavy work movement breaks
 Listening to music/sounds with a fast pace
 Allow the student to have a bottle filled with cold 

water- cold temperatures are alerting and keeping the 
body hydrated increases energy levels Encourage:

• Heavy work  which is an overall regulator of 
the sensory system

• Quick, intense  movements
• Stimulating environments- bright, active, 

engaging
Avoid:
• Low lighting, warm temperature, speaking in 

a quiet tone

For more information, click the links below:
• Improving attention
• Heavy work

Click to go back to index

Be mindful of the fact that a strategy that supports one 
student might impact other students around them. What 
is calming for one student may be alerting for another 
student. Finding “just right” strategies for each individual 
classroom may take time.
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https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Improving-Attention.pdf
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Heavy-Work.pdf


.
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Appropriate Use of Classroom Fidgets:  
Almost everyone fidgets to some degree at some time. 
Fidgeting usually increases when we are stressed or have 
to be still for too long. It provides the brain with 
movement input , and can increase attention and 
language processing (if the fidget is not overly 
distracting). 

Students may benefit from using a fidget if they have:
 difficulty paying attention, listening and following 

directions
 difficulty maintaining alertness (may exhibit “dazed” 

looks), holding still or staying in his/her seat
 difficulty keeping hands to themselves and staying in 

their own space

To help students learn how to self-regulate by using fidgets, 
ask questions such as:

1. How did having this fidget help you participate?
2. Why did you choose to use this fidget to do your 

assignment today? Did it help you or distract you?
3. What fidget could you try next time that may help you 

stay focused?
4. I noticed that this fidget seemed to help you get your 

work done. How did it make you feel inside? Why do you 
think it helped you?

• Novelty will always create excitement. Almost all 
new fidgets are novel and distracting. As a rule of 
thumb, try the fidget for two weeks with 
consistent guidelines for use. If after two weeks it 
is still more of a distraction/toy then a tool, it is 
not a good fidget item for that person at that 
time. It is a toy if it engages the imagination or 
attention of the child. A fidget supports sitting still 
and listening.

• Switch it up for something else. A successful fidget 
tool will not be the focus of a student’s attention, 
but will be used in the background with the focus 
of attention being given to the instruction, 
activities and learning in the classroom. 

• All fidgets should be taught with procedures and 
purpose

• Support students in self-regulating and 
recognizing when, and if, a particular fidget is 
helping him/her engage in learning.

• Just because the word fidget is included in the 
items name, does not mean it is an efficient 
fidget. If the item is more of a distraction and a 
toy, then a tool, it does not belong in the 
classroom as a ‘fidget’.

Click to go back to index
For more information, click link below:
• Fidget Rules

https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Fidget-Rules.pdf
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Dressing Skills 

For more information, click links 
below:
• Putting on a jacket – sitting
• Putting on a jacket – standing
• How to do up a zipper
• Putting on snow pants

The recess rush is a challenging time 
when you are struggling with jackets, 
zippers, and even snow pants. Some 
students seems to struggle more than 
the rest. The links on this page show 
simple and quick ways to teach students 
to be independent with the dressing 
skills of the recess rush.

https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Putting-on-a-Jacket-sitting.pdf
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Putting-on-a-Jacket-standing.pdf
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Zipper-Story.pdf
https://swcss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Putting-on-Snow-Pants.pdf

